Introduction
============

In the past decades, supramolecular chemistry has provided fascinating examples of objects based on the self-assembly of discrete elements,[@cit1]--[@cit6] with potential applications in regenerative medicine,[@cit7],[@cit8] electronics, hydrogen production, catalysis and others.[@cit9],[@cit10] Although these advances are truly remarkable, the majority of man-made supramolecular materials suffer from a lack of complexity and a difficulty to be translated into higher ordered structures. To bring supramolecular materials to a new level of sophistication, much effort has gone into the synthesis of elaborate building blocks with high degrees of functionality.[@cit11],[@cit12] While this is a valid approach leading to elegant and functional designs, the preparation of new building blocks can be time-consuming and the corresponding assembly behavior remains poorly predictable.[@cit13]

An alternative approach towards the formation of more complex supramolecular architectures is based on multicomponent orthogonal self-assembly, *i.e.* the independent formation of distinct supramolecular structures within one system.[@cit14]--[@cit17] Orthogonal self-assembly is inspired by self-assembly in biological cells, in which an astonishing variety of structures emerge from non-covalent and highly specific interactions between different self-assembling components like proteins, amphiphiles, biopolymers and others, leading to the formation of distinct coexisting architectures, such as membranes, cytoskeletal fibers and ribosomes.[@cit18],[@cit19] In supramolecular chemistry, highly specific complementary interactions have been exploited to achieve self-sorting into discrete sized objects such as cages and dimers,[@cit20],[@cit21] as well as to achieve orthogonal self-assembly by self-sorting of different molecular building blocks into distinct coexisting nanoarchitectures with high aggregate numbers.[@cit22] For instance, the orthogonal self-assembly of molecular gelators and liquid crystalline compounds has led to gelled liquid crystalline phases with enhanced anisotropic optical properties and ionic conductivity.[@cit14],[@cit23] Self-assembling interpenetrating networks have been prepared by orthogonal self-assembly of molecular gelators and surfactants and from different molecular gelators.[@cit15],[@cit16],[@cit24] Here, the coexistence of two different supramolecular networks leads to *e.g.* gels with new and adjustable rheological properties,[@cit25]--[@cit28] and responsive super-structured networks.[@cit29] Interestingly, the orthogonal self-assembly of surfactants and supramolecular hydrogelators has also been used to fabricate the first examples of so-called "gellosomes", liposomes encapsulating gel fibers, exclusively based on non-covalent interactions,[@cit15],[@cit30],[@cit31] and to construct a drug delivery gel with a post-production tunable release rate.[@cit32]

These examples show that the orthogonal assembly approach can create supramolecular materials with a higher degree of functionality than their individual constituents, and can display new tunable properties and structures that arise from interactions between different self-assembled structures. Although the design rules for orthogonal self-assembling systems solely based on molecular gelators are beginning to evolve,[@cit24] it remains a challenge to identify and design new orthogonal self-assembling systems. The first reason for the limited availability of building blocks for orthogonal self-assembly should be sought in the set of requirements for such building blocks, as the candidates should not only assemble in the same environment (matching solvents, pH, and temperature), but also display a high degree of specificity in their non-covalent interactions to prevent co-assembly.[@cit15] Second, the lack of straightforward methods to clearly identify and understand self-sorting mechanisms also hampers its study and hence also the rational design of appropriate building blocks.[@cit24] Such knowledge is nonetheless essential to make bottom-up strategies towards the fabrication of new architectures and smart materials more powerful.

In this study, we propose a methodology to identify orthogonal self-assembling systems, and have applied this methodology to prototype orthogonal self-assembling systems consisting of molecular hydrogelators and phospholipids, for validation and to improve our understanding of self-sorting mechanisms. Similar to cell walls in conjunction with their extracellular matrix, we selected combinations of phospholipids with various low molecular weight gelators,[@cit33] molecules that assemble reversibly in gel-forming fiber matrices.[@cit34],[@cit35] In a previous study, intact liposomes were found to coexist with fibers of 1,3,5-triamide *cis*,*cis*-cyclohexane derivatives in water, suggesting interactions specific enough for orthogonal self-assembly into distinct supramolecular architectures.[@cit15] Here, we have selected a broader range of hydrogelators and investigated their possible interactions with phospholipid bilayers, both at a molecular and supramolecular level, to address the following questions: how can one evidence orthogonal self-assembly unambiguously? Why are some gelator--phospholipid configurations more prone to orthogonal self-assembly than others? Answering these questions will contribute to our understanding of orthogonal self-assembly and provide new insights towards the elaboration of more complex and functional self-assembled architectures, with a broader scope than hydrogels and amphiphiles.

Results and discussion
======================

How to evaluate orthogonal self-assembly?
-----------------------------------------

Due to the many possible interactions in multicomponent environments, recognizing true orthogonal self-assembling systems is a challenging task. Mixed systems comprise different assembly states for each component, leading to multiple equilibriums. For instance, phospholipids assemble into liposomes (Agg~1~) that are in equilibrium with their monomeric constituents (M~1~, [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit36] Similarly, in the case of hydrogelators, gel fibers (Agg~2~) emerge from the association of monomeric species (M~2~), due to strong intermolecular interactions. Therefore, in a self-sorting two-component situation, four possible states for the two self-assembling entities can occur: (1) both entities are in a monomeric state (M~1~M~2~); (2) the phospholipids are in a monomeric state, while the gelators mostly exist as fibers (M~1~Agg~2~); or conversely, (3) the liposomes are formed but the gelators are still in a monomeric state (Agg~1~M~2~); and finally, (4) the two entities are included into distinct self-assembled structures (Agg~1~Agg~2~), which corresponds to orthogonal self-assembly.

![The different aggregation states in a two-component system of phospholipids and hydrogelators. Both gelators and phospholipids can exist in their monomeric state (M~*i*~) or aggregated state (Agg~*i*~). This scheme represents only orthogonal self-assembly in which components do not interact with each other.](c6sc01021k-f1){#fig1}

In all cases above, the scheme represents ideal aggregation behavior where the components behave independently, and where the two self-assembly equilibriums are not affected by one another. Because gel fibers and vesicles can be considered as a separate phase, the assembly equilibriums of gelators and surfactants can, in a first approximation, be described by the pseudo-phase model.[@cit37] According to the pseudo-phase model, the Gibbs free energies for gel fiber or vesicle formation Δ*G*~agg~*i*~~ are given by Δ*G*~Agg~*i*~~ = *RT* ln(CAC~*i*~), with CAC~*i*~ the critical aggregation concentration of component *i*. The CAC~*i*~ of each component *i* is equal to the concentration of the monomeric species C~M~*i*~~ in equilibrium with its aggregated state Agg~*i*~. However, if monomers of different components have any affinity for each other, co-assembly into mixed aggregates can occur, which will alter the equilibrium concentrations associated with each component.[@cit38] To recognize orthogonal self-assembly processes, it is therefore adequate to demonstrate that the equilibrium concentrations of each component, and thus the individual equilibriums, remain unaffected in a multi-component environment.

Unfortunately, for the gelator component the determination of the CACs is not as straightforward as it seems, especially in mixed systems. For molecular hydrogelators, the CAC is equal to the solubility of the gelator (*C*~sol~) in equilibrium with the solid gel fibers. However, these solubility concentrations are cumbersome to measure accurately because of the presence of the gel state and other possibly mixed aggregates, and hence they are unsuited as a fast diagnostic parameter for orthogonal self-assembly. Therefore we turned our focus to the much easier to determine critical gelation concentration (CGC), which is widely used to characterize the gelation ability of supramolecular gelators. The CGC has been defined as the minimum concentration of a compound required to turn a liquid into a gel, and is the sum of the solubility of the gelator (*C*~sol~ = CAC), and the minimum solid fraction of gelator required to form a self-supporting fiber network, (*C*~fib,min~).[@cit42],[@cit43] Hence, CGC = *C*~sol~ + *C*~fib,min~ = CAC + *C*~fib,min~. Because *C*~fib,min~ cannot be neglected, the CGC can only be taken as an approximation of the CAC. The CGC can be evaluated by simple table-top rheology experiments like the inverted tube test or the dropping ball method, and usually reasonably accurate values of the CGC are obtained.[@cit34] Still, care needs to be taken because fiber and gel formation involve a nucleation step, which renders the measurement sensitive to hysteresis and assembly rates.[@cit44],[@cit45] Even if these experiments only allow estimations of the CGC, any significant alteration of this value in the presence of phospholipids can be considered as a relevant indicator for co-aggregation.

The determination of the CACs also turned out to be problematic for the surfactant component. Although the critical aggregation concentration (CAC) of surfactants and phospholipids are usually easy to determine using techniques like surface tension measurements, dynamic light scattering or NMR-spectroscopy, these latter methods cannot be applied to samples in the gel state, as the viscoelastic behavior interferes with the measurements. Moreover, liposome-forming phospholipids are usually characterized by CAC values in the nano-molar range,[@cit46] rendering their determination delicate. For these reasons, we measured the phase transition temperature (*T*~m~) of the phospholipid physical state from the solid to the liquid phase. This specific property of phospholipid bilayers is sensitive to the incorporation of any molecules such as hydrophobic gelators, and it is therefore sensitive to co-aggregation.[@cit36],[@cit47] Finally, as a complement to CGC and phospholipid phase transition determinations, which reflect interactions at a molecular level, cryo-TEM was also used to examine the persistence of the original self-assembled structures.

Selection of hydrogelators and amphiphiles
------------------------------------------

Various gelators in combination with phosphatidylcholine phospholipids were selected to screen for orthogonal self-assembly ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The first class consisted of 1,3,5-triamide *cis*,*cis*-cyclohexane derivatives,[@cit39],[@cit48] disk-like molecules that stack on top of each other *via* three hydrogen bonds per unit providing strong and unidirectional intermolecular interactions. The presence of hydrophobic amino acids (phenylalanine and methionine) coupled to this scaffold introduces additional aggregation forces. In this study, both symmetric (**1**, **2**) and dissymmetric (**3**) derivatives were used. To understand why some gel--lipid configurations are more prone to self-sorting than others, the study was extended to hydrogelators differing by their melting points or molecular packing mechanism. The second class of supramolecular hydrogelators used in this study was based on amino acids known to produce supramolecular gels in water. For instance, dibenzoyl cysteine (**4** or **DBC**) can form fibers based on the establishment of hydrogen bonds between the two cysteine moieties and π--π stacking originating from the benzoyl groups, creating a preferential one-dimensional organization.[@cit40],[@cit49] Bis(leucine) oxalyl-amide (**5** or **OxLeu~2~**), another pseudo-dipeptide that assembles in fibrillar networks in water mostly due to an array of hydrogen bonds,[@cit41] was also chosen. Finally, two low molecular weight gelators based on amphiphilic molecules were selected for this study. The first was monourea gelator (**6** or **ureaG**), containing a six-carbon alkyl tail substituted by ethyl serine.[@cit50] While assembly of this molecule is driven by hydrogen bonding together with hydrophobic effects, water solubility is promoted by the serine group. The second amphiphilic gelator was a tartrate gemini surfactant (**7** or gemini tartrate), that assembled into fibrillar networks driven mostly by the hydrophobic effect.[@cit51] Overall, these gelators were selected because their association is driven by a combination of hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic interactions, *i.e.* a set of interactions similar to those that stabilize protein structures. Only for compound **7**, the association is primarily driven by hydrophobic interactions, comparable to the self-assembly of phospholipids in bilayers.

![Various low molecular weight hydrogelators and their expected molecular arrangement in gel fibers: (a) 1,3,5-triamide *cis*,*cis*-cyclohexane derivatives **1**, **2** and **3**, (b) dibenzoyl cysteine (**DBC**), (c) bis(leucine) oxalyl-amide, (d) monourea ethyl serine gelator, and (e) gemini tartrate surfactant. The typical structure of the phosphatidylcholine phospholipids used in this study is also depicted (f). Crystal structures and schemes are reproduced with permission from [@cit39].](c6sc01021k-f2){#fig2}

Critical gelation concentrations and TGS
----------------------------------------

First we determined the gel--sol phase transition temperatures for each hydrogelator as a function of their concentration as an indication of the strength of the intermolecular interactions and molecular packing ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Of the chosen gelators, the 1,3,5-triamide *cis*,*cis*-cyclohexane derivatives **1--3** are likely to have the greatest intermolecular interactions that drive self-assembly, given the low gelation concentrations and gel-sol transition temperatures typically above 100 °C. Among those, gelators containing phenylalanine moieties appear to be driven by the highest non-covalent forces (**1** and **3**). The substitution of phenylalanine by methionine in **2** decreased the stability of the corresponding gel, but the gels remain stable up to 80--90 °C. For gelator **4**, which contains only two hydrogen bonds per unit and benzoyl groups for π--π stacking, similar transition temperatures were found. When both the possibilities of π--π stacking and hydrogen bonding became limited with **5**, **6** and the gemini tartrate **7**, the gel--sol transition temperatures drastically dropped.

![Gel--sol transition temperatures of hydrogels formed by compounds **1--7**, as a function of their concentration.](c6sc01021k-f3){#fig3}

As a first indication of possible interactions between the various gelators and liposomes, the gelation ability of compounds **1--7** in the presence of 5 mM DMPC was investigated. If gelation was observed, the CGC in the presence of liposomes was determined using the inverted tube test. In line with previous observations,[@cit15] all the 1,3,5-triamide *cis*,*cis*-cyclohexane derivatives gelled water in the presence of liposomes, even if the phospholipid concentration was increased up to 100 mM in the case of **1** and **3**, demonstrating the robustness of the gel network towards the phospholipids. This robustness of the system is supported by the almost unchanged CGC in the presence of liposomes ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}). This behavior was found to be general for other phenylalanine based *cis*,*cis*-cyclohexane derivatives.[@cit15] Compound **2**, that lacks the presence of phenylalanine, was slightly more sensitive to the presence of phospholipids, with a minor increase of its CGC from ∼4 mM to 6.5 mM in the presence of 5 mM DMPC. Similarly, 10 mM gelator **4** (**DBC**) could still gel a 5 mM liposome solution. However, this gelator did show a CGC of ∼7 mM, which was twice the original CGC in water. Gelators **5**, **6** and **7**, which gelate pure water at 30 mM, 50 mM and 10 mM respectively, could not gel aqueous solutions at the same concentration containing 5 mM liposomes. Instead, turbid viscous solutions were obtained. Gelation of the latter three gelators only took place when the concentration of the gelator was at least 3 to 4 times as high as the original CGC in water.

###### CGC values and physical appearance of **1--7** in water in absence or presence of DMPC

  Gelator   CGC[^*a*^](#tab1fna){ref-type="table-fn"}/mM   \[Gelator\][^*b*^](#tab1fnb){ref-type="table-fn"}/mM   In water[^*c*^](#tab1fnc){ref-type="table-fn"}   +DMPC[^*d*^](#tab1fnd){ref-type="table-fn"} (5 mM)   CGC\*[^*e*^](#tab1fne){ref-type="table-fn"}/mM
  --------- ---------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------
  **1**     ∼0.6                                           2                                                      Hydrogel                                         Hydrogel                                             ∼0.8
  **2**     ∼4                                             10                                                     Hydrogel                                         Hydrogel                                             ∼6.5
  **3**     ∼0.6                                           2                                                      Hydrogel                                         Hydrogel                                             ∼0.9
  **4**     ∼3                                             10                                                     Hydrogel                                         Weak hydrogel                                        ∼7
  **5**     ∼16                                            30                                                     Hydrogel                                         Weak gel/viscous solution                            ∼45
  **6**     ∼22                                            50                                                     Hydrogel                                         Viscous solution                                     ∼75
  **7**     ∼5                                             10                                                     Hydrogel                                         Viscous solution                                     ∼30

^*a*^CGC value of pure gelator in water.

^*b*^Gelator concentration used to test gelation in 5 mM DMPC liposome solutions.

^*c*^Appearance of pure gelator solution at the given concentration in water.

^*d*^Appearance of gelator solution at the given concentration in a 5 mM DMPC liposome solution in water.

^*e*^Critical gelation concentration of the gelator in a 5 mM DMPC liposome solution.

Ultrasensitive DSC
------------------

To investigate the interactions between vesicles and gel networks in more detail, specific properties of liposomes were also examined. Phospholipid bilayers are characterized by a phase transition corresponding to a chain packing transition from solid to liquid-like (*T*~m~). Phosphatidylcholine bilayer phase transitions are usually accompanied by a pre-transition phase transition (typically 5--10 °C below the main transition) with smaller enthalpy. Studies have shown that both transitions are strongly affected by any alterations in bilayer packing caused by the presence of entities interfering with the phospholipid chains.[@cit52] This property can be measured using microcalorimetry making it a powerful technique to investigate orthogonal self-assembly.

The DMPC and DPPC phase transitions were examined in the absence and presence of gelators **1** to **7** ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). In all cases, these mixed systems were obtained by addition of liposomes to a preformed hydrogel, and subsequent annealing above the melting point of the gel to ensure homogeneity. In other words, the vesicle bilayers had the opportunity to interact with monomeric gelators before being cooled down. The same preparative conditions were applied to control solutions of DMPC and DPPC alone. In the absence of gelators, *T*~m~ of 23 °C and 41.5 °C were found for DMPC and DPPC respectively, together with pre-transition temperatures of 16 °C and 34 °C, in agreement with literature values.[@cit47],[@cit53] In the presence of gelators **1--3**, the *T*~m~ and the pre-transition temperature were unchanged compared to pure water. However, in the presence of **4**, a significant broadening and a slight shift of the *T*~m~ appeared for both DPPC and DMPC. The presence of **5** also decreased the *T*~m~ of the phosphatidylcholine phospholipids, to around 37 °C and 17 °C for DPPC and DMPC respectively. Similar behavior was observed for urea gelator **6**. Finally, the mixing of gemini tartrate **7** with DMPC and DPPC liposomes led to relatively broad peaks. For gelators **4--7**, no pre-transitions were observed for DMPC or DPPC liposomes.

![DSC traces of DMPC (a) and DPPC (b): liposomes in pure water or in the presence of 1,3,5-triamide *cis*,*cis*-cyclohexane derivatives (**1**, **2** and **3**), dibenzoyl cysteine **4**, bis(leucine) oxalyl-amide **5**, monourea ethyl serine gelator **6** and gemini tartrate surfactant **7**.](c6sc01021k-f4){#fig4}

Cryo-TEM
--------

To investigate if the previous results translated to the supramolecular level, the mixed systems were also examined using cryogenic-transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM, [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In order to ensure complete gelator dissolution in the mixed systems of liposomes and gel fibers, all systems were heated to 100 °C and cooled prior to analysis. Cryo-TEM of the control solutions of liposomes showed mostly unilamellar liposomes 200 nm in diameter. However, some degree of polydispersity as well as multilamellar vesicles was found, likely a result of the annealing process. When gelators **1--3** were assembled in the presence of liposomes, cryo-TEM revealed the presence of similar liposomes coexisting with gel fibers ([Fig. 5a--c](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). These results strongly suggest that the molecular packing of the DMPC phospholipids is not altered by the self-assembly of gelators **1--3**. Some ripple-phase could even be observed with DMPC vesicles ([Fig. 5d](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), which relates to the persistence of pre-transitions observed using DSC.[@cit54],[@cit55] Interestingly, we did observe supramolecular interactions between the architectures' evidenced non-spherical vesicles ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, indicated by arrows). As a result of the confined space due to the porous gel structure, the gel network forced the vesicles to accommodate their shape by stress exerted on their walls. Conversely, the fibers of gels **1--3** remained unaffected by the presence of the liposomes. Gelator **1** and **2** give polydisperse fibers, rendering the study of their alteration by liposomes using TEM alone quite delicate (see ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Fortunately, compound **3** displays characteristic features in water, *i.e.* a high persistence length and a well-defined diameter of 5 nm. Identical fiber morphologies were observed in the presence of liposomes, suggesting no influence on the assembly process of the gelator molecules.

![Cryo-TEM micrographs of DMPC liposomes with 1,3,5-triamide *cis*,*cis*-cyclohexane derivatives **1** (a), **2** (b) and **3** (c). (d) Magnification of c, showing DMPC ripple phase. Micrographs of dibenzoyl cysteine **4** bis(leucine) (e), oxalyl-amide **5** (f), monourea ethyl serine gelator **6** (g) and gemini tartrate **7** (h) in the presence of DMPC liposomes. The inset in f shows a vesicle that is disrupted by the presence of **5**. Arrows indicate non-spherical vesicles that are squeezed by the gel network.](c6sc01021k-f5){#fig5}

In the presence of gelator **4**, mostly unilamellar DMPC liposomes were attached to fibers ([Fig. 5e](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). For the mixed system of DMPC liposomes with gelator **5**, broken vesicles were observed within the gel network. Some micrographs revealed partly dissolved liposomes as shown by missing fragments of bilayers ([Fig. 5f](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The fibers of **5** also appeared thinner compared to their original morphology. In the presence of oxyl leucine derivative **6**, the vesicle disruption was stronger as compared to samples with fibers of **5**, and some liposomes had lost their original structure, while gel fibers were hardly observed ([Fig. 5g](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, mixed systems of gemini tartrate **7** with DMPC did not reveal any liposomes. Instead, assemblies somewhat reminiscent of bicelles seemed to prevail ([Fig. 5h](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The twisted fibers that evolve in helical ribbons, normally observed for gemini tartrate in pure water (see ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}), were not found.

Discussion on orthogonal self-assembly
--------------------------------------

Gelation tests, calorimetry experiments and cryo-TEM investigations suggest that all the studied 1,3,5-triamide *cis*,*cis*-cyclohexane derivatives lead to orthogonal self-assembly with phosphatidylcholine (PC) liposomes. The unmodified pre-transition and main phase transition of the phospholipid bilayers revealed their intact organization in the presence of fibers of **1--3**. Conversely, gelation properties of these derivatives were also retained with comparable CGC measured in pure water or in the presence of PC vesicles. At a supramolecular level, cryo-TEM also evidenced unmodified liposomes and gel morphologies. Together, these results demonstrate the orthogonal self-assembly of phospholipids and 1,3,5-triamide *cis*,*cis*-cyclohexane-based low molecular weight gelators, leading to the formation of distinct supramolecular structures within the same system. We hypothesize that strong intermolecular interactions in this class of gelators, evidenced by the high melting points and low CGC, explains why these gelators do not form mixed assemblies with phospholipids. This stability originates from the strong intermolecular hydrogen bonds and the hydrophobic interactions due to the amino acids that presumably do not only act as an additional intermolecular force, but also shield the amides from water.

The formation of liposomes in conjunction with self-assembled **4** fibers was also revealed by cryo-TEM. However, the small shift and the broadening of the main phase transition of the phospholipid bilayers, the disappearance of the associated pre-transition, as well as a tendency of the vesicles to stick to the fibers, indicate that liposomes and gel fibers interact. Moreover, the CGC of **4** also increased in the presence of liposomes. Similar to gelator **2**, gels formed by **4** are characterized by relatively high melting temperatures and gelator **4** has a CGC comparable to compound **2**. The presence of interactions between the gels and the vesicles can therefore not be explained by a lower stability of gels formed by **4**. We hypothesize that in this case the molecular packing of the **4** molecules ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) facilitates access of the phospholipid molecules to stacks of **4**. In the case of the cyclohexane derivatives **1--3**, the hydrophobic domains of the stacks are held together by three hydrogen bonds located at the core of the fibers that are protected by a shell of ethylene glycol moieties. In contrast, stacks formed by **4** only present two hydrogen bonds per unit that are not protected by ethylene glycol groups, thereby exposing the hydrophobic groups to the phospholipids. Similar to PEGylated liposomes that do not fuse because of the resulting steric hindrance, the absence of ethylene glycol at the surface of the gel fibers could well explain the interactions between **4** and the phospholipids.

For gelator **5** (**OxLeu~2~**), the interactions between the hydrogelators and vesicles were clearly noticeable as both the liposomes and gel properties were affected at a molecular and supramolecular level. Derivative **5** is a relatively weak gelator ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and the model proposed by žinić *et al.* suggests that hydrogen bonds primarily drive its assembly.[@cit41] Such intermolecular interactions between the gelator molecules do not appear to be sufficiently strong and specific to counteract some intermixing between phospholipids and gelator molecules. Gelators based on amphiphilic molecules did not show orthogonal self-assembly with liposomes. Cryo-TEM could not evidence the presence of gel fibers and the liposomes were either partially dissolved (**6**) or absent (**7**). These microscopic observations correlated with the DSC experiments since the phase transitions of the liposomes were strongly shifted to lower temperatures in the case of the urea gelator **6**. The effect of the gemini tartrate **7** on the phase transitions of the DMPC liposomes was even more pronounced, since an intermediate transition between the respective phase transitions of the phospholipids (23 °C) and the gel (melting point at 43 °C) was found. These results suggest that both gelators **6** and **7** co-assemble with DMPC. Cryo-TEM indeed revealed the presence of bilayer fragments rather than liposomes in conjunction with gel fibers.

The methods used in this study allow the rapid identification of orthogonal self-assembling systems. Together, these results suggest that orthogonal self-assembly between phospholipids and gelators can only take place when: (1) the gelator and the phospholipid assemblies are characterized by high melting points, or in other words, strong intermolecular interactions; (2) both self-assembled structures are based on a distinct set of interactions; (3) the hydrophobic domains of the gelator stacks are shielded from the environment by hydrophilic groups. With these guidelines, the molecular design rules that underpin orthogonal self-assembly in water emerge. Such rules could be applied to other self-assembling systems and possibly lead to even more complex self-assembled architectures. Similar to the systems described in this study, we believe for instance that micelles, hydrogels, polymersomes, viruses, or any other protein structures could well coexist with each other as long as a different set of strong interactions characterizes each assembly.

Stability of liposomes in a gel network
---------------------------------------

In biological systems, the extracellular matrix surrounds cells and offers them physical protection. Therefore, we wondered if the presence of a network in conjunction with a phospholipid membrane could contribute to a higher robustness of liposomes, with respect to their fusion and their permeability to small molecules. To study the first aspect, the fusion rate between DOPS vesicles embedded in self-assembled hydrogel networks was investigated and compared to DOPS in solution. DOPS liposomes were chosen because they fuse within minutes in the presence of calcium ions, contrary to phosphocholine phospholipids. Resonance energy transfer between phospholipid analogues N-NBD-PE (*λ*~ex~ = 450 nm; *λ*~em~ = 530 nm) and N-Rh-PE (*λ*~ex~ = 540 nm; *λ*~em~ = 590 nm) was used to monitor the progress of fusion. In our experiments, one population of DOPS vesicles was labeled with both fluorescently-tagged phospholipid analogues at such a concentration that their density resulted in efficient energy transfer (DOPS/N-NBD-PE/N-Rh-PE = 98 : 1 : 1). Upon fusion with unlabeled DOPS liposomes, the distance between tagged phospholipids increases, effectively decreasing the energy transfer efficiency, resulting in an increase in fluorescence intensity of donor N-NBD-PE. In order to quantify the degree of liposome fusion, the measured intensities at 530 nm were divided by the intensity of liposomes in the presence of triton X-100 corresponding to the maximal phospholipid intermixing.

At *t*~0~, CaCl~2~ was added to DOPS liposomes in buffer or added on top of the liposome-gel system. In solution, the fusion between pure DOPS liposomes and labeled liposomes occurred rapidly. After 10 minutes, the relative liposome fusion stabilized at around 0.6, representing the maximal dilution of the fluorescent phospholipids with the non-labeled liposomes ([Fig. 6a--c](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). In order to test the capacity of gel networks to prevent fusion, we incorporated the liposomes in a gel of **2**. We chose **2** because it forms thixotropic gels, *i.e.* it becomes a liquid under mechanical stress and returns to a gel after release of the stress, and we used this feature to mix the liposomes into the gel by vortexing. In the gel environment, stabilization of the relative fusion was much slower than in water and leveled off after about 50 hours ([Fig. 6c](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The difference in fusion rates is likely due to slow calcium diffusion through the gel network, rather than slow fusion events themselves.[§](#fn3){ref-type="fn"} [^3] Nevertheless, the final value of the relative fusion after stabilization was three times lower than in solution. This experiment was repeated with different liposome sizes (30, 200 and 1000 nm diameter) and similar curves were obtained, indicating no significant influence of the liposomes' size on the fusion events. Interestingly, within seconds after macroscopically breaking the gel by vortexing, the relative fluorescence intensity reached a value similar to those obtained by fusing liposomes in solution ([Fig. 6c](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

![Emission spectra of DOPS vesicles containing 1 mol% fluorescent phospholipids N-NBD-PE and N-Rh-PE before and after the addition of CaCl~2~ (a) in buffer and (b) in a gel network of **2**. (c) DOPS fusion as a function of time in buffer or in a gel of **2**. (d) Calcein release from DOPC vesicles in buffer or embedded in a gel network of **2**, as followed by the progressive increase of the fluorescence at 520 nm.](c6sc01021k-f6){#fig6}

Encouraged by the results above, 200 nm DOPC liposomes were entrapped in a gel network of **3**, by using the pH-responsiveness of the gel. An acidic 100 μL solution of 50 mM **3** could be gelated rapidly by the addition of 1 mL of vesicles in neutral buffer. When the liposomes were released three weeks later by the addition of acid, the original size as measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS) was preserved while the same liposomes in buffer only had evolved to larger aggregates, with higher polydispersity (see ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}).

The release of the internal contents of the liposomes was also monitored in the presence or absence of an orthogonally self-assembled matrix. In order to measure leakage, calcein was encapsulated in the interior of the liposomes at a self-quenching concentration. Upon release of the calcein from the interior, the fluorophore dilutes to below its self-quenching concentration thus recovering its fluorescence. We therefore measured the fluorescence recovery over time ([Fig. 6d](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit56] In buffer solutions, the leakage was initially fast and stabilized at around 80% within a few days. Interestingly, the same rates were obtained for calcein-loaded liposomes in a gel of **2**. These results suggest no improved stability of the liposomes with respect to their leakage.

The result above show that orthogonal self-assembly allows the mimicking of some aspects of natural cells. In biological systems, the extracellular matrix surrounds cells and offers them physical protection. Even if the configurations of synthetic self-assembled networks and intact phospholipid bilayers developed in this study constitute only very primitive and even naive model systems for cells with an extracellular matrix, they do allow the study of the effect of a self-assembled network on the liposomes' stability. The results also showed that liposomes are stabilized towards fusion by confinement in a gel network, most likely by preventing the occurrence of fusogenic contact between neighboring liposomes. Using this approach, liposomes could be stored for at least three weeks without any change in their diameter. On the other hand, while limited fusion could be shown, no increased stability towards the leakage of calcein was observed.

Compartmentalization in orthogonally self-assembled systems
-----------------------------------------------------------

Compartmentalization is another essential feature of biological cells, to organize incompatible functions in the confined intracellular space. Despite many efforts, most synthetic compartmentalized systems comprise at best only a single hydrophobic compartment and a single aqueous compartment. Here, the orthogonal self-assembly of phospholipids with low-molecular weight gelators provides four distinct compartments: the inner aqueous compartment (i) of the liposomes is separated by a hydrophobic bilayer (ii) from the aqueous phase (iii) filling the pores of the gel network, which provides another hydrophobic compartment (iv). While the two aqueous compartments are not trivial to discriminate, the hydrophobic compartments of liposomes and gelators can easily be addressed separately, because they are assembled by distinct sets of interactions. For that purpose, we have synthesized **3a**, a fluorescent analog of **3** ([Fig. 7a](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, see ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). When **3a** was incorporated into gel fibers of **3** (0.1 mol%) and analyzed by fluorescent lifetime imaging microscopy, an average lifetime of 6 ns was measured when excited at 385 nm (see ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). In contrast, NBD phospholipids (1 mol%) incorporated in liposomes showed a higher lifetime of typically around 9 ns (see ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Upon orthogonal self-assembly of the two architectures, two distinct supramolecular aggregates were clearly evidenced based on their fluorescence lifetimes ([Fig. 7b](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), *i.e.* bundles of fibers of **3** selectively incorporated **3a**, as evidenced by the shortest lifetimes measured on these aggregates (green, below 7.0 ns), while the liposomes mostly contained fluorescent species of higher lifetimes, typical for NBD-PE (red, above 7.0 ns). This result demonstrates the self-sorting of species in two distinct self-assembled architectures.

![(a) Preferential incorporation of fluorescent phospholipids (NBD-PE) in liposomes and **3a** in the self-assembled fibers, (b) as evidenced by fluorescent lifetime imaging microscopy based on lifetime discrepancies (*λ*~ex~ = 385 nm, *λ*~em~ \> 405 nm, green reflects fluorescence lifetimes below 7 ns, red above 7 ns).](c6sc01021k-f7){#fig7}

Conclusions
===========

This study provides guidelines to achieve orthogonal self-assembly. By investigating specific features of low molecular weight gelators and phospholipids, both at a molecular and a supramolecular level, we showed that orthogonal self-assembly can take place if the entities assemble *via* strong but also distinct sets of interactions. Further study is needed to provide quantitative insight into *e.g.* the minimal differences required for orthogonal self-assembly, shielding of interactions and spatial mismatch.[@cit26],[@cit57] The resulting supramolecular architectures consisting of fibrillar networks coexisting with liposomes already provide additional levels of compartmentalization and enhanced stability as compared to self-assembled systems of gelators or phospholipids alone. Therefore, and even if this study is restricted to hydrogelators and phospholipids, we foresee that the application of orthogonal self-assembly approaches to self-assembled systems from other molecular components, polymersomes, protein filaments, viral capsids, and nanoparticle assemblies, will offer new avenues to much more complex self-assembled architectures with multiple levels of compartmentalization and functionality, that are unattainable by single component self-assembly.

Experimental
============

Materials
---------

1,2-Dioleoyl-*sn*-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC), 1,2-dimyristoyl-*sn*-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC), 1,2-dipalmitoyl-*sn*-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC) and 1,2-dioleoyl-*sn*-glycero-3-\[phospho-[l]{.smallcaps}-serine\] (DOPS) were obtained from Avanti Polar phospholipids. Dioctadecyldimethylammonium bromide (DODAB), ditetradecyl phospate (DTP) and gelator **4** (*N*,*N*′-dibenzoyl-[l]{.smallcaps}-cysteine, **DBC**) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. *N*-(7-Nitro-2,1,3-benzoxadiazol-4-yl)-dipalmitoyl-[l]{.smallcaps}-α-phosphatidylethanolamine (N-NBD-PE) and *N*-(lissamine rhodamine B sulfonyl) diacyl-phosphatidylethanolamine (N-Rh-PE) were obtained from Invitrogen, Molecular Probes.

The synthesis and full characterization of compounds **1**, **2** and **3** have been reported before in the literature.[@cit39] The bis(leucine) oxalyl amide (**5**, Ox(Leu)~2~) was prepared according to [@cit41]. NMR spectra and mass were consistent with the described procedures (see ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). The synthesis of compound **6** (**UreaG**) was slightly modified from [@cit50] (see ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Compound **7** (gemini tartrate) was prepared according to the literature procedure.[@cit51] NMR spectra and mass were consistent with the described procedures. For the FLIM experiments, an anthracene derivative of gelator **3** was synthesized (see ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}).

General procedures
------------------

### Liposome preparation

Dry films from phospholipids (DOPC, DMPC or DPPC) or double tailed surfactants (DODAB or DTP) were prepared by evaporation of the phospholipids in a solvent mixture of CHCl~3~/EtOH 9 : 1. After evaporation of the solvent, these films were hydrated at a typical concentration of 20 mM in double distilled water or PBS buffer (pH 7.4, 10 mM phosphate, 27 mM KCl, 137 mM NaCl). These multilamellar vesicles were extruded 21 times above their main transition temperature, through polycarbonate filters (Nuclepore Whatman), typically with a pore size of 200 nm, using a small-volume extruder (Avanti polar phospholipids), to give unilamellar vesicles with an average diameter of 200 nm, as confirmed by Dynamic Light Scattering and Cryo-TEM.

### Gel preparation and incorporation of vesicles

The gel samples were prepared by dispersing the gelator powder (typically, 10 to 20 mg) in 1 mL of water or in buffer and heating in a hermetically sealed vial until a clear solution was obtained. Subsequent cooling to room temperature resulted in the formation of gels. To obtain mixed systems of vesicles and hydrogels, 1 mL of 20 mM vesicle solution was added to the freshly obtained gel. The mixture was reheated above the melting point of the gel, and subsequently cooled down in order to obtain a homogeneous system. This two-step-method preparative method ensured the existence of isotropic solutions of both building blocks during the second annealing step, rather than a mixture of the two pre-existing architectures, and therefore it allows co-aggregation in case of strong intermolecular interactions. Note that when the critical gelation concentration of the gels was higher than 10 mM, the gelator and the vesicle concentrations were increased accordingly to ensure a final 1--1 ratio.

### Gel-to-sol transition temperatures determination

All gel-to-sol transition temperatures (*T*~gs~) were determined using the "dropping ball" method,[@cit58] which consists of carefully placing a stainless steel ball (65 mg, 2.5 mm in diameter) on top of a gel that had been prepared 8 h earlier in 2 mL glass vials and subsequently positioning these vials in a heating block where the gels' melting can be monitored by means of a CCD camera. The temperature of the heating block was increased by 6 °C h^--1^ and the *T*~gs~ was defined as the temperature at which the steel ball reached the bottom of the vial.

### Phase transition liposomes determination

Prior to the experiment, the samples were degassed for 5 min, using the ThermoVac system provided by MicroCal. Phase transition temperatures of DMPC and DPPC liposomes entrapped in gel networks were determined using ultrasensitive Differential Scanning Calorimetry (VP-DSC, MicroCal). The sample cell was loaded with the liposomes mixture (special care was taken to avoid air bubbles during the filling of the capillary) while the reference cell contained water. Four scans (heating and cooling) were performed, with a rate of 1 °C min^--1^, from 5 °C to 60 °C or from 20 °C to 80 °C in the case of samples containing DMPC and DPPC vesicles, respectively.

### Morphological studies

Cryo-TEM. A small piece of gel or a few microliters of liquid sample were deposited on a holey carbon coated copper grid (Quantifoil 3.5/1). After blotting the excess of the sample with filter paper, the grids were plunged quickly into liquid ethane (FEI vitrobot). Frozen-hydrated specimens were mounted in a cryo-holder (Gatan, model 626) and observed in a Philips CM 120 electron microscope, operating at 120 kV. Micrographs were recorded under low-dose conditions on a slow-scan CCD camera (Gatan, model 794).

### Dynamic light scattering

DLS traces were obtained using a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZSP. Using the Malvern software, the mean intensity size distribution was obtained. Samples were prepared by gelating an acidic 100 μL solution of 50 mM **3** by the addition of 1 mL of liposomes in neutral buffer. These samples were stored for three weeks and the liposomes were released by addition of 100 μL of acid. Immediately after release the size distribution of the liposomes was measured (see ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}).

### Vesicles fusion assay

The amount of fusion of the membrane phospholipids was measured by resonance energy transfer based on the description by Hoekstra.[@cit59] Liposome solutions of 4 mM DOPS (unlabeled) or 1 mM DOPS/N-NDB-PE (*λ*~ex~ = 450 nm; *λ*~em~ = 530 nm)/N-Rh-PE (*λ*~ex~ = 540 nm; *λ*~em~ = 590 nm), ratio = 98 : 1 : 1, were prepared in Tris buffer (10 mM), 100 mM NaCl, pH = 7.4, and extruded with polycarbonate filters of 30 nm, 200 nm or 1 μm porosity. Equal volumes of each solution (0.5 mL) were diluted with 1 mL of buffer (control experiment) or vortexed with 1 mL of hydrogel, to ensure incorporation of the vesicles in the gel matrix (**2** = 10 mM). Gelation reversibly took place after 2 min (thixotropic gel). This method was preferred over the heating/cooling cycle across the sol--gel transition to prevent extensive fusion of the liposomes prior to the experiment. In order to induce fusion, calcium ions were required. 0.5 mL of CaCl~2~ solution at 20 mM were therefore added in both samples (in the case of the gel, the calcium solution was deposited on top of the gel), so that the final concentrations of calcium, labeled and unlabeled liposomes were respectively 5 mM, 0.25 mM and 1 mM. Fluorescence measurements were performed at 25 °C with a Perkin Elmer LS-50B spectrophotofluorimeter using an excitation wavelength of 450 nm. The fusion events were followed as a function of time, by monitoring the quenching of the fluorescence intensity of N-NBD-PE (*I*~520\ nm~/*I*~595\ nm~). The maximal level of fusion was determined by adding 10 μL of Triton (10%) to the samples and subsequent vortexing, to ensure complete lipid mixing (the same values were obtained in solution or the gel state). The fluorescence level of this suspension was set to 100%.

### Calcein leakage assay

Calcein was encapsulated in DOPC liposomes (*C*~0~ = 10 mM) at a concentration of 50 mM, where calcein fluorescence is self-quenched.[@cit56] The non-encapsulated calcein was removed using a Sephadex column (eluent = 10 mM Tris buffer, 125 mM NaCl). The loaded liposomes were collected and diluted to 0.1 mM in buffer or in a gel of **2**, also prepared in buffer. The incorporation was carried out by vortexing the gel, and letting it rest for ∼15 min, after which gel formation was observed. Calcein fluorescence was monitored over time using a Jasco J-815 CD spectrometer equipped with a fluorescence unit, at *λ*~ex~ = 490 nm and *λ*~em~ = 520 nm. To normalize the assay, 100% leakage was achieved by the addition of Triton X-100 (0.1 v/v%). The percentage of calcein leakage was calculated according to the following formula: % leakage = (*I*~t~ -- *I*~0~)/(*I*~X100~ -- *I*~0~) where *I*~0~ is the fluorescence at the beginning of the experiment, *I*~t~ is the intensity at a given time and *I*~X100~ is the unquenched calcein fluorescence.

### Fluorescent lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM)

FLIM was performed on a Picoquant Microtime 200 inverted confocal microscope[@cit60] exploited in single photon time-correlated detection mode. Samples were scanned and excited at 385 nm with a 6--8 picoseconds pulsed laser (Coherent Mira), whereas emitted light was filtered with a 405 nm longpass filter and detected with an MPD avalanche photodiode. 5 mM Giant unilamellar vesicles (GUV) with 1% NBD-PE probe were prepared by reverse phase evaporation.[@cit61] The gel was prepared by heating up 3.3 mg of **3** and 15 μL of a 0.3 mM stock solution of **3a** in 1 mL of MilliQ water and cooling down. Solutions of 1 mL of GUV and 1 mL of gel were mixed and heated until an isotropic transparent solution was obtained. After cooling down and one hour of stabilization the samples were examined using FLIM. The FLIM images were plotted using a decay-time threshold of 7 ns and a two-color code, green for pixels with lifetimes below 7 ns, and red for lifetimes above 7 ns.
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